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 zip file package with the multimedia content and software with which to create their own personalised versions of the 3D Album content for their own personal use, as well as to distribute to other users with any edition of the 3D Album, i.e., Standard, Collectors, Limited and Super Collectors. The multimedia content includes: 3D Album imagery in various different formats, interactive 3D Albums,
3D Album templates, 3D Albums created using other software, world maps, 3D Albums themed with various games, customized icons, wallpapers and more. The software includes: Easy 3D Album Editor and Album Artist, 3D Album Creator, 3D Album Formatter, 3D Album Designer, 3D Album Deployer, 3D Album Converter, Windows 3D Album Maker, 3D Album Reader and 3D Album Tester.
Software versions The software comes in four editions: Super Collector, Collectors, Limited and Standard. The 3D Album Super Collector Edition: The first version of the 3D Album software collection that was released in 2007, that contains both the Easy 3D Album Editor and the 3D Album Creator, and is for use as a standalone desktop publishing tool. It has also included basic advanced features
such as: the ability to create and publish simple and complex 3D Albums with colour and monochrome imagery with a variety of different accessories, create interactive 3D Albums, create and publish realistic world maps, import and export 3D Albums in many different formats and more. The Super Collector Edition's software package is free to download and use. The 3D Album Collectors Edition:

The second version of the 3D Album software collection that was released in 2008, that contains both the Easy 3D Album Editor and the 3D Album Creator, and is for use as a stand-alone desktop publishing tool. It has also included basic advanced features such as: the ability to create and publish simple and complex 3D Albums with colour and monochrome imagery with a variety of different
accessories, create interactive 3D Albums, create and publish realistic world maps, import and export 3D Albums in many different formats and more. The Collectors Edition's software package is free to download and use. The 3D Album Limited Edition: The third version of the 3D Album software collection that was released in 2009, that contains both the Easy 3D Album Editor and the 3D Album
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